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Trajectory Specification is a method of specifying aircraft trajectories with tolerances such that the position at any given time in flight is constrained to a precisely defined bounding space. The bounding space is defined by tolerances relative to a reference trajectory that specifies position as a function of time. The tolerances are dynamic and are based on the aircraft navigation capabilities and the traffic situation. This paper proposes a standard Trajectory Specification Language (TSL) based on the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to represent these specifications and to communicate them by datalink. The language can be used to downlink trajectory requests from air to ground and to uplink trajectory assignments from ground to air. The XML format can be converted to binary for operational use, if necessary, using Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) or Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN.1).

1. Introduction

Air traffic control is currently performed by human controllers using radar displays of traffic and voice communication with pilots. The number of flights that a controller can reliably manage at one time, however, is substantially less than the number that could safely fly in the airspace with an automated ATC system [1, 2]. Controllers are remarkably reliable overall, but they are human and therefore make mistakes. Over 1,800 operational errors (breaches of minimum required separation officially attributed to controller error) occurred in one recent year in the US, including 55 serious cases in which “a collision was barely avoided” [3]. Automation can reduce human error, but an autonomous ATC system that works for all possible traffic situations and conditions is difficult to design and implement and is even more difficult to verify and validate to the required level of reliability and integrity.

Trajectory Specification is a proposed far-term enhancement of the Advanced Airspace Concept (AAC) being developed by NASA for automating ATC in both enroute airspace [4–6] and the terminal airspace around major airports [7, 8]. The Trajectory Specification concept was first published in 2005 [9] and has been updated in more recent publications [10–12] (and issued a US patent). A similar proposal by others [13] followed several years after the first publication on the concept.

The main idea of Trajectory Specification is to limit the allowed deviation from an assigned reference trajectory so that the aircraft position at any given time in flight is constrained to a precisely defined volume of airspace. As will be explained later in the paper, the bounding volume at any time is defined by tolerances relative to a reference position at that time as the flight advances along its route. Although near-term applications are possible, the full concept is considered “far-term” because it requires new aviation standards and a new generation of airborne Flight Management Systems (FMS).

Trajectory Specification generalizes Required Navigation Performance (RNP) [14, 15] to the longitudinal plane by adding vertical and along-track tolerances to the cross-track tolerances that are already part of RNP. Dynamic RNP [16] allows routes to be created and assigned dynamically, and it also allows discrete altitude constraints and a required time of arrival (RTA), but it does not specify a continuously bounded trajectory.

Among the potential benefits of Trajectory Specification is the mitigation of risks that arise in the case of a system outage. Safety must be maintained even if the ATC system or the datalink goes down for an extended period of time while traffic density is too high for a human controller to safely take over and manage the traffic. One alternative is to stop any new traffic from entering the affected airspace when
its ATC system or datalink fails [17]. The current traffic will then exit the affected airspace (or land as planned) within approximately 10 to 15 minutes based on the deconflicted trajectories assigned by AAC. The deviation from those trajectories is not bounded; however, conflicts could still arise due to inaccuracies in the winds, weight, or thrust levels that were used to predict the trajectories. The problem could be mitigated by adding an extra separation buffer to the assigned trajectories, but that would diminish airspace capacity during normal operation.

By explicitly bounding deviation from the assigned trajectory in all three axes, Trajectory Specification can guarantee safe separation between flights for as long as they remain in conformance with the tolerances of their assigned trajectories, out to the conflict-free time horizon that was computed. That conflict-free time horizon would normally be on the order of 15 to 30 minutes or more, depending mainly on the current wind modeling accuracy. If the ATC system or datalink goes down, the previously deconflicted and assigned trajectories will remain active in the FMSs to keep the flights safely spaced and separated.

As a fundamentally proactive rather than reactive approach to ATC, Trajectory Specification can also provide safety benefits during normal operation. Rather than simply relying on continuous conflict detection and tactical maneuvering when necessary to correct for prediction errors, it facilitates more rigorous, precise, and predictable strategic planning. Tactical backup systems [18, 19] will still be needed, but they should have to intervene less often. The airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS) would also still be maintained as an emergency backup. The added precision and predictability provided by Trajectory Specification could also facilitate closely spaced parallel approaches or, eventually, formation landing of more than two flights in closely spaced formations to increase runway landing rates.

This paper proposes a standard Trajectory Specification Language (TSL) based on the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to represent these specifications and to communicate them by air/ground datalink. The language can be used to downlink trajectory requests from air to ground and to uplink trajectory assignments from ground to air. The underlying datalink technology that would be used is outside the scope of this paper, but a likely candidate is the developing Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) for Air Traffic Services (ATS). The paper does not formally define an XML schema but rather shows how the format might be structured and what information it should contain.

Researchers at Boeing have developed the Aircraft Intent Data Language (AIDL) [20], which captures the details of how the pilot intends to fly the aircraft. This language provides detailed input for a ground-based trajectory predictor, thereby facilitating more accurate trajectory predictions for ATC. However, trajectory predictions based on AIDL depend on wind modeling, and large wind modeling errors at any particular time can cause large trajectory prediction errors. The FMS will not have the data it needs to compensate for the wind errors and bound the resulting position error. TSL, on the other hand, provides the predicted trajectory to ATC directly from the FMS and provides tolerances for the FMS to stay within bounds that can guarantee safe separation.

TSL is also similar in some respects to the Extended Predicted Profile (EPP), a downlink capability that was recently added to Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Contract (ADS–C). EPP can downlink predicted state and trajectory data for up to 128 TCPs (Trajectory Change Points: changes in target altitude, heading, or speed). However, not all variables that affect the trajectory reconstruction are included in EPP, and hence predictions based on it can still have significant error, particularly during climb and descent [21]. The time between TCPs can be over 20 minutes even during climb and descent. However, even if the TCPs were much closer together in time, that would not improve the accuracy of the underlying predictions, which depend on wind modeling. Like AIDL, EPP can improve ground-based trajectory prediction accuracy, but it does not bound the errors as TSL is designed to do.

TSL overlaps in scope to some extent with the Flight Information Exchange Model (FIXM) [22], a globally standardized flight data exchange model based on XML. FIXM includes some of the same trajectory data that is in TSL, but it does not fully specify a trajectory with continuous tolerances as TSL does. FIXM is designed primarily for coordination between ATC systems and facilities as well as airline operational centers. Although it will eventually be available on the flight deck, it is not designed for real-time operational coordination between ATC and aircraft in flight. Note also that, like FIXM, trajectory assignments based on TSL must be shared with all ATC facilities that will handle a particular flight.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section outlines the Trajectory Specification concept for background. Section 3 presents the proposed Trajectory Specification Language. Section 4 briefly discusses the data transfer requirements of the language and compares it with a common consumer data streaming application for entertainment. The paper ends with a brief summary, and an appendix briefly introduces and discusses XML, EXI, and ASN.1.

2. Trajectory Specification Concept

Trajectory Specification is essentially the construction of dynamic, virtual roadways, corridors, or tubes in the sky using data standards, an air/ground datalink, and software to specify the parameters. Because the parameters are a continuous function of time, it is more precise, more continuous, more dynamic, and more flexible than the static published routes and discrete altitude restrictions that are currently used to organize traffic and separate arrival streams from departure streams in terminal airspace.

A route is the vertical projection of a trajectory onto the surface of the earth. In the Trajectory Specification concept, a route consists of alternating straight (i.e., great circle) segments and circular turn arcs. Any point along the route can be specified by the distance along the route relative to an arbitrary reference point on the route (positive in the direction of flight), and that distance will be referred to as
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Figure 1: Trajectory bounds in the horizontal plane [12].
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Figure 2: Trajectory bounds in the longitudinal plane [12].

the along-track distance or position. A useful convention for terminal airspace is to define the runway threshold as the zero reference point, so that departure trajectories start at, and arrival trajectories end at, zero along-track distance. Then the along-track position indicates the distance flown from takeoff or yet to be flown to landing.

Figure 1 shows an example of a plan view of trajectory bounds at an instant in time. The lane width is twice the cross-track (lateral) tolerance. The along-track bounds at a point in time are vertical rectangles normal to the route direction (which appear as line segments in the plan view) and are defined by the along-track tolerances relative to the reference position at that time. The along-track bounds combine with the cross-track bounds to form a bounding area in the plan view that is a rectangle in the straight segments, an annular area in the turns, or a combination of the two, as shown in the figure.

Figure 2 shows an example of a side view of trajectory bounds at an instant in time during a climb. The along-track bounds combine with the vertical bounds to form a shape with straight vertical sides and curved top and bottom in the longitudinal plane. In level flight, the top and bottom would also be straight. The vertical tolerances in level flight could be ±100 or ±200 ft, but in climb or descent they could be larger, on the order of ±1000 ft or more, depending on the traffic situation, because altitude is more difficult to predict and control in climb or descent. The tolerances can vary as a function of along-track distance, but the function itself will be fixed at the time of assignment (or reassignment).

The bounding volume at each point in time is a segment or “slice” of a stationary (earth-fixed) bounding tube through which the aircraft is required to fly. Each tube is dynamically constructed for one flight. The vertical cross-sections of the tube normal to the route direction are vertical rectangles, and position along the tube is temporally constrained. (These tubes should not be confused with another tube concept that allows many flights to fly in parallel in a single tube like cars on a freeway.) If one such bounding tube goes over or under another with sufficient vertical separation, then separation is guaranteed as traffic on a freeway is guaranteed to be separated from traffic on a road that goes over or under the freeway. If two such bounding tubes intersect or are separated by less than the minimum allowed separation between flights, the specifications must guarantee separation temporally.

Trajectory Specification is an extension of trajectory prediction. Trajectory prediction should normally be done by the FMS, which takes the current flight state, the flight intent, and wind data as inputs and computes a trajectory prediction based on an aircraft performance model. Alternatively, an advanced Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) could potentially be used for this purpose. The intent includes the route, airspeed, cruise altitude, and possibly other parameters. The FMS can also (optionally) receive, record, and take into account the currently assigned trajectories of other flights in the vicinity to avoid conflicts while computing its own trajectory request. Taking other trajectories into account will increase the probability that the requested trajectory will be free of conflicts and approved by ATC without modification. The FMS could use some of the same software components that implement the conflict detection and resolution to be discussed later.

The FMS (or EFB) then downlinks the predicted trajectory to ATC as a request. ATC takes the predicted trajectory as an input and adds default tolerances. It then checks the trajectory for conflicts with the current trajectory assignments of other flights, modifies it to resolve conflicts if necessary, and then uplinks it back to the FMS as the assigned trajectory. If a conflict-free trajectory cannot be found, the flight will be delayed until one can be found (by delaying takeoff time for a departure or putting an arrival into a holding pattern near the terminal airspace boundary). The pilot (or the FMS, if programmed to do so) can request a new or updated trajectory at any time, and the ATC system should approve it if there are no conflicts or constraint violations. The ATC system will generate a new or updated trajectory whenever necessary to resolve a conflict.

The basic operational concept can be summarized as follows:

1. FMS records trajectory assignments from ATC for other flights (optional).
2. Pilot enters route and intent data into FMS.
3. FMS computes a deconflicted trajectory prediction.
4. FMS downlinks trajectory prediction to ATC as a request.
5. ATC assigns tolerances and checks for conflicts and constraint violations.
(6) ATC modifies trajectory to resolve conflicts and violations if necessary.

(7) ATC uplinks assigned trajectory with tolerances.

(8) FMS flies assigned trajectory to specified tolerances.

Note that the conflict checks by ground-based ATC are essential for several reasons even if the FMS is programmed to receive, and avoid conflicts with, all trajectory assignments to other flights. Firstly, the FMS could miss a trajectory assignment to another flight if the assigning ATC system is out of radio range at the time of the assignment or the signal is not accurately received for any reason. Secondly, an assignment to another flight could occur while the FMS is computing its own trajectory request, resulting in a potentially dangerous race condition. As an added benefit, the conflict checks on the ground serve as a backup in case of an error in the FMS conflict detection software.

Trajectory tolerances will depend on the aircraft navigation capabilities and the traffic situation. The navigation capabilities determine the lower limit of feasible tolerances, and the traffic situation determines the upper limit. The FMS will know its own minimum tolerances but has no inherent incentive to keep its requested tolerances to a minimum, which is why the tolerances should be provided by ATC from an established database of minimum tolerances for each aircraft or aircraft type.

In general, vertical and along-track tolerances would be made as large as reasonably possible while guaranteeing safe separation. The tolerances could be completely disabled or made arbitrarily large when they are unnecessary. The thrust and airspeed adjustments that are necessary to maintain conformance should be relatively small except in rare cases when the wind model that was used to generate the reference trajectory was grossly in error. Periodic updates can adjust for the accumulated effects of wind errors. If the tailwind is stronger than predicted, for example, the reference trajectory can be shifted in time periodically to recenter the flight, but only if the shift causes no conflict and violates no time constraint.

Trajectories in terminal airspace would normally be assigned shortly before entry into the airspace, perhaps 1 or 2 minutes before entry for arrivals and perhaps 30 seconds before the start of takeoff roll for departures. In either case, a tentative trajectory could be computed and assigned earlier and modified at final assignment time, if necessary, to avoid conflicts. Once assigned, trajectories should normally not need to be modified for the entire 10 to 15 minutes that is typically spent in terminal airspace.

The full Trajectory Specification concept requires both a ground-based ATC component and an airborne FMS component. The focus of this paper is the ATC component, for which prototype software has been developed using functional programming methods with the Scala programming language. The resulting software is intended to form the basis for a sound software architecture as well as a starting point for actual operational implementation. The airborne component is outside the scope of this paper, but a brief overview will put it into perspective.

The function of the airborne component is to understand the Trajectory Specifications and keep the flight in conformance with its assigned trajectory to within the specified tolerances. Due to safety criticality and extreme certification requirements, the airborne component will require a major development effort, but the basic ideas are not complicated. The existing flight-control feedback loop can have a lower-bandwidth outer loop wrapped around it to keep the flight within its bounds. It will monitor for proximity (and predicted proximity) to the bounds and make adjustments as necessary. Vertical speed will be adjusted to maintain vertical conformance, and airspeed will be adjusted to maintain along-track conformance. These adjustments will be similar to what a pilot could do through the Mode Control Panel (MCP), but they will be automated.

3. Trajectory Specification Language

The Trajectory Specification concept will require a standard language to represent and communicate the specifications between aircraft and the ATC system. A proposed language called the Trajectory Specification Language (TSL) has been developed based on XML and will be presented in this section. TSL can be used to downlink trajectory requests and to uplink trajectory assignments, and a conforming FMS will be programmed by the manufacturer to understand the language and to keep the flight in conformance. The objective of this paper is not to formally define an XML schema but rather to show how the format should be structured and what information it should contain. Example XML elements will be presented and explained to provide a high-level design that can be used to develop a formal schema.

A language based on XML was proposed in the original paper on Trajectory Specification [9] in 2005. At that time, Trajectory Specification was a concept with no prototype implementation, but now a software prototype has been developed, and the proposed language has evolved substantially. A software prototype has been developed for the ground-based ATC component of the Trajectory Specification concept using functional programming style in the Scala programming language. The XML elements to be discussed below are serializations of the main classes in that software.

As a serialization of the software classes, the TSL has also been useful for software development. Fast-time simulation testing on a full day of traffic can take over an hour to run, and if a conflict is not resolved properly, the TSL can be used to capture the detailed traffic state at the time of the conflict. That capability allows the developer to restart the simulation at the desired state rather than having to wait up to an hour for the same traffic situation to develop in order to test each software change. This usage does not require a DTD or schema.

The design of TSL involves many choices that reasonable people can disagree on, particularly involving the degree of structure. Should each coordinate of a position be a subelement, for example, or should the coordinates simply be concatenated together into a comma-separated list of numbers? XML purists will argue that more structure is better because it reduces the chance of an error. For most XML applications that may be true, but it is not necessarily true...
for this safety-critical application because the barrier to entry is very high. FMS certification is a rigorous process with extensive testing, and errors involving the order of coordinate could never survive it. Hence, for simplicity, the approach taken in this paper is to avoid some low-level structure, but that can easily be changed if a future standards committee decides to do so.

Standard aviation units are used as shown in Table 1. Time is given in seconds (sec), horizontal distance or length is in nautical miles (nmi), vertical length or altitude is in feet (ft), and angles are in degrees (deg). Allowing alternate units can enhance flexibility but also increases the risk of error; whether or not to allow them will be deferred to a future standards committee. If alternate units are not allowed, the unit attributes shown in the examples to follow will not be needed. If alternate units are allowed, they should be from a very small set of options to minimize the risk of error because all users need to be able to recognize and convert them.

### 3.1. Trajectory

The specification for a trajectory is represented by the traj element, the structure of which is shown in Box 1. The name attribute could be the call sign or any other unique and appropriate identifier. The time attribute is the assignment or request time in seconds (unix time). The optional assign attribute is a Boolean that defaults to false and is true if the trajectory is an assignment (as presented by the traj element). The specification for a trajectory is represented by the traj element and is true if the trajectory is an assignment (as presented by the traj element).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Second (sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal length and position</td>
<td>Nautical mile (nmi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical length and altitude</td>
<td>Foot (ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Degree (deg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optional assign attribute is the assignment or request time in seconds (unix time). The possible alternative to the Boolean assign attribute could be the status attribute that is limited to a small set of enumerated values, such as ASSIGN, REQUEST, and CANDIDATE. The GUFI attribute holds the Globally Unique Flight Identifier, which is required for all ATC flight data transactions.

The subelements of the traj element are flight (flight information), route, refTraj (reference trajectory), altTols (altitude tolerances), and alongTols (along-track tolerances). As explained earlier, these elements correspond to the Scala classes that were developed to implement the concept. Although not shown, each subelement could have its own optional name attribute for reference (which should all be the same).

The flight subelement contains basic flight information in its info attribute, including the aircraft type code (B738 in this example), the weight class (Large), the airport code (DFW), the runway (18R), and the flight type (Arr for arrival or Dep for departure). This information could be broken down into individual subelements as shown in Box 2, which is more explicit and can be parsed using standard XML tools. However, the simpler form reads naturally and is trivial to parse. A standard equipment code could be appended to the aircraft type code if necessary (after a slash, as usual). The other subelements of the trajectory (traj) element are explained in the following subsections.

#### 3.2. Route

The route is the plan view of the trajectory, consisting of straight segments and turn segments. The structure of the route element is shown in Box 3. The basic flight information (flight) from the traj element is repeated for reference because the route depends on that information. The reference along-track starting distance (startDist) is arbitrary and was set to $-53.031923$ nmi to make the along-track distance zero at the end of the trajectory (at the runway threshold). The cross-track tolerance (crossTol) is set to $0.6$ nmi, which is equivalent to RNP 0.3.

The waypoint list (waypts) of the route element has a type attribute, which can be local or global, depending on whether the waypoint locations are given in terms of a locally level map projection or global geodetic coordinates (latitude and longitude). If a local map projection is used, the frame attribute specifies the name of the frame that is used, which is D10 in this case, a predefined local frame for the D10 TRACON. A predefined frame (defined by its projection type and tangency point) would be published for each major TRACON and would never change. If a global frame is used, it would default to WGS-84 or whatever a standards committee deems appropriate. As explained earlier, the unit attributes could be optional and default to nmi if not given.

The cross-track tolerance should rarely change during a flight except possibly when entering or exiting terminal airspace. The crossTol subelement of the route element could represent such a change by appending data to the first cross-track tolerance as shown in Box 4. In this example, the initial cross-track tolerance of 0.6 nmi is followed after a slash by 23.5 2.0, which means that the cross-track tolerance changes to 2.0 nmi at the along-track distance of 23.574 nmi. Changes in cross-track tolerances are instantaneous (discontinuous) at the change point (rather than piecewise linear as for the vertical and along-track tolerances to be discussed later). Additional changes further along the route could follow similarly if necessary. Additional structure could be added here but, as explained earlier, the FMS certification process is so rigorous that basic parsing errors would not survive it.

The individual waypoints are each specified by the waypt element. Each waypoint can have an optional name attribute, which is provided for reference only and has no effect on the resulting route. The first waypoint in the example is called "HOWDY," and the coordinates of its position are 27.917174 nmi and $-31.050092$ nmi. If geodetic coordinates are used, the coordinates would be latitude and longitude in degrees. The rad subelement represents the turn radius at the waypoint, which is 2.0 nmi for the first waypoint in this case. The turn radius is required for all but the first waypoint for departures or the last waypoint for arrivals (any value provided for those endpoints will simply be ignored as meaningless). All turns are tangent arc "flyby" turns, and if a specified turn radius cannot be accommodated for the given the leg lengths, the route will be rejected as geometrically invalid. The use of six digits after the decimal place provides a high resolution that is
used, which is again latitude and longitude in degrees, and more digits will be coordinates used, the horizontal coordinates would be before, the use of six digits after the decimal place provides a rigorous that basic parsing errors would not survive it. As could be added here, but the FMS certification process is so altitude of 9986 ft. Again, additional subelement structure in seconds, horizontal position is given in nautical miles, and “sec, nmi, ft” areshownas...
caused problems for automated conflict detection, but they can be accurately represented, if necessary, by using larger altitude tolerances.

The tolerances for level flight are not explicitly specified but are assumed to be consistent with the current "altitude rounding" rule: if an aircraft is in level flight within ±200 ft of its cleared altitude, it is considered to be at its cleared altitude for purposes of separation requirements (without this rule, many nuisance alerts would occur due to small altitude deviations in cruise). The taper angle for transition to and from level flight is specified in the optional taper subelement, and the default value is 2.5 deg if not specified. The tolerances for level flight (including the tapered transition to and from level flight) override the explicitly specified tolerances discussed below, which apply in climb and descent.

The altitude tolerances are specified in the altTols element, the structure of which is shown in Box 6. The piecewise linear tolerances are specified as a list of tolerance (tol) points, where each point contains the tolerance values separated by commas and preceded by the along-track distance at which it applies followed by a colon (spaces are optional). The first tol subelement shows vertical tolerances of ±500 ft at an along-track distance of 0 nmi. The lower tolerance is given first as a negative value, followed by the upper tolerance. By definition, those tolerances apply for any along-track distance less than the first specified distance of 0 nmi. The second tol point shows that the tolerances increase linearly to ±1000 ft at an along-track distance of 40 nmi and, because that is the last tol point, remain constant beyond that distance by definition. (If there is only one tol point, then the tolerances are constant, and the along-track distance for that point is irrelevant.) Although the lower and upper tolerances are equal in this example, in general they can be different.

3.5. Along-Track Tolerances. The along-track tolerances are specified in the alongTols element, the structure of which is shown in Box 7. Again, the piecewise linear tolerances are specified as a list of tolerance (tol) points, where each point contains the tolerance values separated by commas and preceded by the along-track distance at which it applies followed by a colon (spaces are optional). The first tol subelement below shows along-track tolerances of ±1 nmi at an along-track distance of −53.031923 nmi. The back tolerance is given first as a negative value, followed by the front tolerance. The starting distance was chosen in this example to be the same as the startDist of the route, which was set to make the along-track distance zero at the runway threshold. By definition, those tolerances apply for any along-track distance less than that first specified distance. The second tol point shows that the tolerances decrease linearly to ±0.2 nmi at an along-track distance of −10 nmi and, because that is the last tol point, remain constant beyond that distance by definition. (Again, if there is only one tol point, then the tolerances are constant, and the along-track distance for that point is irrelevant.) Such a decreasing along-track tolerance would be typical during an arrival rush when throughput is critical. Again, although the front and back tolerances are equal in this example, they can be different.

The trajectory tolerances are not required in a downlinked trajectory request from an aircraft because they will
Box 5: Reference trajectory element (XML sample).

As another example of a trajectory update, consider changing the tolerances without changing the route or the reference trajectory. That could be done by using the traj element discussed earlier and simply omitting the route and the reference trajectory if they are unchanged.

4. Data Transfer Requirements

As mentioned earlier, the underlying datalink technology that would be used for TSL is outside the scope of this paper, but a likely candidate is the developing Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) for Air Traffic Services. This new aeronautical datalink technology is expected to significantly increase the bandwidth available for applications such as TSL.

To quantify the data transfer requirements of the proposed language, a typical terminal trajectory was selected at random and serialized using the language. Trajectories through the terminal area typically range from 10 to 15 minutes in length, and the selected trajectory was approximately 15 minutes long. The serialization was found to contain approximately 10.1 kilobytes before compression and 2.6 kilobytes after compression with gzip, for a compression ratio of approximately 3.9. (EXI is better than gzip for compressing XML but was not used here because it is not yet widely available.) The reference trajectory takes up approximately 84% of the storage space.

Enroute trajectories are usually longer than terminal trajectories, up to several hours in length, so the data quantities could be roughly an order of magnitude larger on average. However, enroute trajectories also tend to have more and longer periods of steady-state (straight and level) flight. Steady-state segments can be accurately represented with longer time steps of perhaps 30 sec or more (rather than 5 sec or less as needed for turns and other nonsteady segments), reducing the amount of data required. Note also that enroute trajectories will be updated occasionally to adjust for the accumulated effect of wind errors and to resolve conflicts as they arise within the conflict-free time horizon of approximately 20 to 30 minutes. These updates should be needed perhaps once every 10 to 20 minutes or so, but many of them should be simple time shifts.

To put these data quantities into perspective, consider the amount of data involved in streaming or downloading.
music to a mobile device. A song of 4 minutes in length at a typical resolution of 32 kbps requires roughly 1 MB of data to be transmitted. That is enough for roughly 100 uncompressed terminal area trajectories or 400 such trajectories after compression. Those numbers should be reduced by roughly an order of magnitude for longer enroute trajectories. If these data rates are not acceptable, or if the XML processing is too slow, a binary equivalent of the proposed XML format based on EXI or ASN.1 can be used as discussed earlier.

5. Summary

Trajectory Specification is a proposed far-term enhancement of the Advanced Airspace Concept (AAC) being developed by NASA for automating ATC in both enroute airspace and the terminal airspace around major airports. The main idea is to limit the allowed deviation from an assigned reference trajectory so that the aircraft position at any time instant in flight is constrained to a precisely defined volume of airspace. Trajectory Specification generalizes Required Navigation Performance (RNP) to the longitudinal plane by adding vertical and along-track tolerances to the cross-track tolerances that are already part of RNP.

A Trajectory Specification Language (TSL) based on XML has been developed to serialize Trajectory Specifications and communicate them by datalink. The language can be used to downlink trajectory requests from air to ground and to uplink trajectory assignments from ground to air. The proposed language can serve as a starting point for the development of a communication standard for the Trajectory Specification concept. The language is flexible and directly readable by humans, and the bandwidth requirements are modest compared to common consumer data streaming and downloading applications. If necessary, standard compression or efficient binary forms based on EXI or ASN.1 can be used.

Appendix

Extensible Markup Language (XML)

Aeronautical datalink formats have traditionally been binary, but text-based formats such as XML and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) are viable options for this concept. They are well established standards, and the major programming languages have libraries to parse and process them. Text is more flexible than binary data and is directly readable by humans. Text requires more storage space and bandwidth than binary data, but new technologies are available to convert to an equivalent binary form for more efficient transmission and processing, if necessary. XML is slightly more verbose than JSON, but it was chosen for this safety-critical application because it is a more established standard with more capabilities and better support.

The required structure and form of an XML document can be formally described by a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML schema. Alternatively, the equivalent of an XML schema can be created using Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN.1) [24], an industry standard for defining platform-independent binary data formats. ASN.1 includes XML Encoding Rules (XER) to facilitate equivalent binary and XML data formats and conversion between the two. If an ASN.1 schema is developed for the Trajectory Specification concept, both a binary and an XML version of TSL will be available. Another alternative is the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) [25] format, an efficient binary form of XML.

An XML document consists of a hierarchy of elements, each of which can contain subelements and/or attributes. Consider, for example, the following XML element:

```
<note from="building manager" to="occupants">
  <subject>electrical maintenance</subject>
  <body>Power will be out in building 210⋅⋅⋅</body>
</note>
```

The main delimiters are angle brackets, which enclose the opening and closing tags of each element or subelement. The example shows an element called note, which has attributes from and to, and which has subelements subject and body. Attributes are specified in the opening tag of an element, and the closing tag contains the element name preceded by a forward slash. Attribute values should be in quotes as shown. (The convention in this paper is to indent the closing tag one level more than the opening tag to better preserve the logical structure.)

Attributes are supposed to contain metadata, but the distinction between data and metadata is not always obvious. A DTD or schema can restrict allowed values to a specified discrete set. It can also restrict attributes and elements to
specified data types, such as text, Boolean, integer, or decimal number. Other structural and ordering restrictions can also be imposed, but they will not be discussed here.
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